In the k-arc connected subgraph problem, we are given a directed graph G and an integer k and the goal is the find a subgraph of minimum cost such that there are at least k-arc disjoint paths between any pair of vertices. We give a simple (1 + 1/k)-approximation to the unweighted variant of the problem, where all arcs of G have the same cost. This improves on the 1 + 2/k approximation of Gabow et al. [GGTW09] .
Introduction
In the minimum cost k-arc connected spanning subgraph (min-cost k-ACSS) problem, we are given a directed graph G = (V, A) with cost c : A → R on the arcs and a connectivity requirement k. The goal is to find a spanning subgraph G = (V, A ) of G of minimum total cost which is k-arc connected, i.e., every pair of vertices have at least k-arc disjoint paths between them. The special case of k = 1, 1-ACSS problem, is called the minimum cost strongly connected subgraph problem. In the unweighted variant of k-ACSS, the minimum size k-arc connected spanning subgraph (min-size k-ACSS) problem, where all arcs of G have the same cost, we want to minimize the number of arcs that we choose.
The min-cost k-ACSS problem has a 2-approximation algorithm [FJ81] , and it has been a long standing open problem to improve this bound. Significant attention has been given to the unweighted variant of the problem. In particular, the minimum size strongly connected subgraph problem is very well studied [FJ81, KRY94, KRY96, Vet01, ZNI03] , and the current best approximation ratio is 3/2, which is due to Vetta [Vet01] . The min-size k-ACSS problem has been shown to be easier as k increases [CT00, Gab04, GGTW09] , and the best approximation ratio is 1+2/k that is given in the work of Gabow et al. [GGTW09] . This approximation ratio is almost tight as the min-size k-ACSS problem does not admit (1 + /k)-approximation, for some fixed > 0, unless P=NP [GGTW09] . Similar to the directed case, the minimum size k-edge connected subgraph spanning problem, an undirected variant of the min-size k-ACSS problem, is known to be easier as k increases, and the best known approximation ratio for this problem is 1 + 1/(2k) + O(1/k 2 ) due to Gabow and Gallagher [GG08] .
Our Results
In this paper, we give improved upper and lower bounds for the k-ACSS problem. We first show the following improved algorithms for the min-size k-ACSS problem.
Theorem 1. For any k ≥ 1, there is a min{7/4, 1 + 1/k}-approximation algorithm for the min-size k-ACSS problem.
Similar to the simple 2-approximation algorithm for the minimum-cost k-ACSS problem, our algorithm takes the union of a k in-arborescence and a k out-arborescence. The main difference is in the selection of the two arborescences. Here, we select the arborescences randomly by sampling from a distribution on unions of k arborescences that is defined by the linear programming relaxation of the problem. In particular, we write a convex combination of the unions of k-arborescences such that the marginal probability of each arc is bounded above by its fraction in the solution of LP relaxation.
The algorithm essentially employs the rounding by sampling method that recently has been applied to various problems in the algorithm design and online optimization literature (c.f. [AGM + 10, MOS11, OSS11, AKS12]), while the analysis is much simpler in our setting. Here, the main technical difference is a crucial use of the extreme point solutions of LP relaxation. In particular, because of the sparsity of the extreme point solutions, we can argue that the union of k in-arborescences and k out-arborescences is not much larger than the size of the support of the LP extreme point solution and thus the size of the optimum.
Our result improves on the (1 + 2 k )-approximation of Gabow et al. [GGTW09] for the min-size k-ACSS problem, for any k > 0. Furthermore, for the minimum size strongly connected subgraph problem, while we do not improve the approximation factor of To complement the positive results, we prove that the integrality gap of the natural linear programming relaxation of the strongly connected subgraph problem is bounded below by 3/2 − for any > 0.
Theorem 2. For any > 0, the integrality gap of the standard linear programming relaxation for the minimum cost strongly connected subgraph problem is at least 3 2 − . To the best of our knowledge, there is no explicit construction that gives a lower bound on the integrality gap of the minimum cost strongly connected subgraph problem. Our integrality gap example builds on a similar construction for the asymmetric traveling salesman problem [CGK06] and shows stronger connections between the two problems.
Notations
the set of arcs leaving U in a graph G; if G is clear in the context, we will skip the subscript.
A graph G is k-arc connected if and only if every (proper) subset of vertices U ⊂ V have at least k leaving arcs, i.e., |δ + G (U )| ≥ k, and G is strongly connected if it is 1-arc connected. We may drop the subscript if G is clear in the context. We use the following Linear Programming relaxation for k-ACSS.
where x(δ + (U )) = a∈δ + (U ) x a . Throughout the paper x will always be an optimum solution of the (LP-ACSS).
For any vector y : A → R, and a set F ⊂ A of arcs, y(F ) := a∈F y a , is the sum of the values of the arcs in F , and c(F ) := a∈F c a is the sum of the cost of the arcs in F . Also, χ(F ) denotes the characteristic vector of the set F , i.e., χ(F ) a = 1 if a ∈ F and χ(F ) a = 0 otherwise.
An Approximation Algorithm for Min-Size k-ACSS
In this section, we prove Theorem 1: given a graph G, we give a polynomial time algorithm that finds a k-arc connected subgraph of G such that it has no more than min{1+1/k, 7/4} of the arcs of the optimum solution. Before describing the algorithm, we need to recall some of the properties of arborescences in directed graphs.
Given a directed graph G and a (root) vertex r ∈ V , an r-out arborescence T of G is a directed tree rooted at r that contains a path from r to every other vertex of G. An r-out k-arborescence is a subgraph T of G that is the union of k arc-disjoint r-out arborescences. An r-in arborescence and an r-in k-arborescence are defined analogously. The following polyhedron plays an important role in the design and analysis of our algorithm.
Frank [Fra79] showed that P out is the up hull of the convex hull of r-out k-arborescences (see Corollary 53.6a [Sch03] ), and it can be seen that every feasible solution of (LP-ACSS) is a point in P out . Vempala and Carr [CV02] gave a polynomial-time algorithm that allows us to write a point x ∈ P out as a convex combination of k arc-disjoint arborescences. Their algorithm requires a polynomial-time algorithm for finding an r-out k-arborescences [Edm73, Gab91] .
out is the convex hull of subsets of A containing r-out karborescences. Moreover, given any fractional solution y ∈ P out , there is a polynomial time algorithm that finds a convex combination of r-out k-arborescences, T 1 , . . . , T l , such that
The above lemma holds analogously for the r-in arborescences. Now, since x ∈ P out , we can write a distribution of r-out(in) k-arborescences such that probability of each arc a ∈ A chosen in a random k-arborescence is bounded above by x a : Corollary 4. There are distributions D in (r) and D out (r) of r-in k-arborescences and r-out k-arborescences, such that the marginal value of each arc a ∈ A is bounded above by x a , i.e., for all arcs a ∈ A,
Moreover, these distributions can be computed in polynomial time. Now, we are ready to describe our algorithm. We sample k-arborescences T in and T out independently from D in and D out , respectively, and we then return T in ∪ T out as an output. The details are described in Algorithm 1.
Next, we show that the approximation ratio of the above algorithm is no more than 1 + 1/k.
Theorem 5. For any directed graph G, Algorithm 1 always produces a k-arc connected subgraph of G such that the expected size of the solution is no more than min{7/4, 1 + 1/k} of the optimum.
Algorithm 1 Approximation Algorithm for Min-Size k-ACSS
1: Solve (LP-ACSS) to get an optimum extreme point solution x. 2: Find distributions D in (r) and D out (r) on r-in and r-out k-arborescences, respectively, such that the marginal value of each arc a ∈ A is bounded above by x a . 3: Sample an r-in k-arborescence T in from D in (r) and an r-out k-arborescence T out , independently, from D out (r).
Proof. First, we show that the union of any pair of r-in and r-out k-arborescences is k-arc connected. Let T in (T out ) be a r-in (r-out) k-arborescence, and H = T in ∪ T out . Since both T in and T out are unions of k arc-disjoint arborescences, there are k arc-disjoint paths from each of the vertices to r and k arc-disjoint paths from r to each of the vertices. Therefore, H remains strongly connected after removing any set of k − 1 arcs. Hence, H is k-arc connected.
It remains to show that the expected size of the solution is no more than min{1 + 1/k, 7/4} of the optimum, i.e.,
To simplify the notation, we will skip the subscript and write
Similarly, we will skip the subscripts for P Tin∼Din(r) [a ∈ T in ] and P Tout∼Dout(r) [a ∈ T out ].
Since T in and T out are chosen independently,
The last inequality follows from Corollary 4 and the fact that x a ≤ 1 for all a ∈ A. Let F := {a : 0 < x a < 1} be the set of the fractional arcs (i.e., set of arcs with non-integer values in the solution of (LP-ACSS)). Since x is an optimal solution of (LP-ACSS), |OPT| ≥ a∈A x a . Therefore,
where the last inequality follows from Jenson's inequality and the fact that f (t) = −t 2 is a concave function. Since x is an extreme point solution of (LP-ACSS), x is a sparse vector. It follows from the work of Melkonian and Tardos [MT04] (see also [GGTW09] ), that the number of fractional arcs, |F |, is no more than 4n. Hence,
where the second inequality follows since x(F ) − x(F ) 2 /4n attains its maximum at x(F ) = 2n, and the last inequality follows from the fact that x(A) = v∈V x(δ + (v)) ≥ nk. On the other hand, since x(F ) ≤ x(A), we get
The theorem simply follows by putting equations (1),(2),(3) together.
Remark 6. Since the distributions D in (r) and D out (r) can be constructed such that the support of each distribution has size only polynomially large in n, the algorithm can be derandomized simply by choosing a pair of k-arborescences that have the minimum number of arcs in their union.
A Lower Bound on the Integrality Gap
In this section, we prove Theorem 2: we show a lower-bound of 1.5 − , for any arbitrary small > 0, on the integrality gap of (LP-ACSS) for k = 1. Our construction is based on the LP-gap construction of the asymmetric traveling saleman problem by Charikar, Goemans and Karloff [CGK06] .
Construction
Let r > 0 be an integral parameter that will be defined later. We start by defining the integrality gap example, G(d, s, t), by a recursive construction of depth d. In any graph G(d, s, t), d is the depth, r is the number of columns, s, t are the source, sink vertices, respectively. We allow s and t to be the same vertex. We will construct G(d, s, t) inductively such that it contains exactly r copies of G(d − 1, ., .). We start by describing G(1, s, t). The graph consists of s, t and r distinct vertices v 1 , . . . , v r . Let v 0 = s and v r+1 = t; note that v 0 and v r+1 may be the same depending on the given parameters s and t. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ r + 1, we include arcs (v i , v i−1 ) and (v i−1 , v i ) in G(1, s, t). Therefore,
Next, we define G (d, s, t) . The graph consists of s, t and r distinct copies of G (d − 1, ., . ). In particular, let v 1 , . . . , v r , u 1 , . . . , u r be 2r distinct vertices, and v 0 = u r+1 = s and v r+1 = u 0 = t. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ r, include a distinct copy of G(d − 1, ., .) with source u i and sink v i . Also, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r + 1, include the arcs (v i , v i−1 ) and (u i−1 , u i ). Therefore, 
d . We define the costs of the arcs of G d such that, for any 1 ≤ l ≤ d, the total cost of the arcs at level l is equal to 1. In other words, the cost of each arc at level l, c d (l), is the reciprocal of the number of arcs at level l. By the construction of G d , we have
Lower Bounding the Integrality Gap
We show that for any d > 0, and for a sufficiently large r, the integrality gap of the instance G(d, s, s) is at least 3/2 − O(1/d). First, we show that the optimal value of the LP is at most d/2. Define x * a := 1/2 for all arcs a ∈ A(G d ). Charikar et al. [CGK06] show that x * belongs to the Held-Karp relaxation polytope [HK70] . Since any solution of the Held-Karp relaxation polytope is a feasible solution to (LP-ACSS) for k = 1, x * is also a feasible solution to (LP-ACSS). Furthermore, since the sum of the cost of the arcs of
Hence, the optimal value of LP is at most d/2. Lemma 8 (Charikar et al. [CGK06] ). For k = 1, the optimum value of (LP-ACSS) for the graph G d is at most d/2. 
Let
d can be incident to (at most) four arcs of the d th level arcs of H d . Let
be the set of those arcs. We can lower-bound c(A(H (i) d )) based on the number of arcs that is incident to
In this case, we must have c(A(H
The inequality essentially follows from the fact that H Similar to the previous case, here we have
As we will see in Lemma 10, at most two columns of H d may satisfy this case. Therefore, although we have the worse lower-bound on c(H
d ) in this case, it has an insignificant effect on the final lower-bound. 
th , by repeated application of case 1, we obtain
Next, we show that there are at most 2 columns satisfying the second case. The second inequality follows from the fact that N 2 ≤ 2. The third inequality follows from equation (4), and the last one follows from a simple algebra. Now, we may apply the induction hypothesis to T (d − 1) and T (d − 2). We get
which completes the proof.
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.
Conclusion
We presented a simple (1 + 1/k)-approximation algorithm based on the rounding by sampling method for the minimum size k-arc connected subgraph problem. Unlike recent applications of the rounding by sampling method [AGM + 10, OSS11], our algorithm has a flavor of the iterated rounding method [Jai01] in its particular use of the extreme point solutions. The main open problem is to find a better than factor 2-approximation algorithm for the minimum cost strongly connected subgraph problem.
We also showed that the integrality gap of the minimum cost strongly connected subgraph problem is at least 1.5 − , for any > 0. This leaves an interesting open question whether the lower bound of 1 + Ω(1/k) is achievable for the minimum size k-arc connected subgraph problem as well.
